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ELEMENTAL 

M E D I C I N E
HARNESS THE POWER OF THE ELEMENTS DURING LIFE’S INITIATIONS

PART oF THE souL AWAkEnInG suRVIVAL TooLs sERIEs



WELCOME
Elemental Medicine is part of my Soul Awakening Survival Tools Series. Birthed out of personal 
experience, remembered wisdom, decades of field study and extreme collective necessity. We are 
living in the Time of Great Awakening, where our consciousness is expanding, time is accelerating 
and much is being demanded of the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual bodies.

Put simply, we are living through a cycle in the grand cosmic rhythm where we are being asked to 
occupy more of ourselves. Sometimes referred to as the process of Ascension, this really is more of 
a descent, where the body is being prepped and primed on all four levels to be a vehicle as more of 
the Soul-self moves in. 

Regardless of where you are on your own life’s journey – lessons, initiations and sometimes 
rather anomalous circumstances will arise that can take you out-of-body, leave you untethered, 
overwhelmed, emotionally fractured and misaligned in body, mind and spirit.

Though I cannot prevent these important experiences from happening, I can offer some of the 
most important tools that are available to help you stabilize, integrate and find your footing when 
they do occur – where you don’t need to go to an outside practitioner or spend money on a remedy. 

There are important remedies available to all. And so simple, they are often overlooked. In fact, it is 
obvious, you yourself, might even turn up your nose at them. (I’ve done it to.) We live in a society 
where we default to practitioners to “fix” us, and medicines to “cure” us. And while, there are times 
that outside support is necessary, having something in easy reach and self-administered is always 
best to maintain our spiritual sovereignty. 

And with that, I offer you Elemental Medicine - a reminder of how to use Earth, Water, Air and 
Fire, when life feels overwhelming. It is the elements that surround us through Nature, that are the 
biggest allies and offer the most efficient support when enduring Spiritual Emergence-y’s.

May this offering be something you keep in your medicine kit for when you need it.  
I dedicate this to the Global Family who are walking the Light Warrior Path. 
I see you. I feel you. Know you are needed and your Being is Important.

As it is in Love. 
Jennifer



The Four Elements are associated with the four directions, the four seasons, the astrological signs, and 
the four energetic aspects of the body - physical, mental, emotional and spiritual. When we work to 
bring these four aspects into alignment, we establish spiritual equilibrium and thus hold ourselves in 
Soul Sovereignty. 

Elemental Medicine is a reminder how to harness each element’s power to bring healing, stability, and 
restore resilience, grace and ease. 

Earth, air, WatEr, FirE
understanding the Four Planetary Elements as the Pillars of our spiritual Foundation

Earth
ALcHEmIcAL sYmBoL

coRRELATEs To:
the physical body

WatEr
ALcHEmIcAL sYmBoL

coRRELATEs To:
the emotional body

FirE
ALcHEmIcAL sYmBoL

coRRELATEs To:
the spiritual body

air
ALcHEmIcAL sYmBoL

coRRELATEs To:
the mental body

IMPORTANT NOTE:
The information and techniques herein can seem obvious and simple. So simple in fact your mind will 
tend to dismiss them as ineffective and entirely mundane. I say this from personal experience. For energetic 
experiences, there are allies around to support us. Here we give you four foundational tools to keep in your 
Sacred Technology Toolkit to pull out when you require, or need to support someone in need.



THINK OF EARTH WHEN:
• You need to call your spirit back home 

after a shocking experience or event
• You feel the ground has been taken out 

from under you
• You are experiencing heart expansion 

cycles or kundalini rushes that have you 
feeling untethered, anxious or manic

• You feel overwhelmed and unsupported 
in an area of your life

WHY IT IS IMPORTANT:
One of THE most critical and 
immediate tools is Earth Medicine.
We need Earth after a big upheaval, 
traumatic experience or in navigating 
rapidly accelerated cosmic energies.

Earth medicine will quickly integrate big 
energies, rapidly ground you in your body, 
and restore calm to  nervous system. 

The magnetic resonance from the Earth 
will establish a harmonic coherence with 
the bones and blood that clears and 
realigns our internal the structures to 
know they are safe and supported as 
well as repolarize an out-of balance 
nervous system.

HOW TO WORK WITH IT:
spend time laying with your spine along 
the dirt or grass (grass being preferred), 
feeling your entire spine as heavy as 
lead as you feel the Earth holding your 
entire body.

Alternatively, walking barefoot or placing 
the palms on the grass is helpful, but spine 
parallel on the ground is optimal.

BONUS:
Bare skin - to - Earth contact.

Earth
GrOUND



THINK OF WATER WHEN:
• Emotional tidal waves are overtaking 

your mind, body and spirit
• It is time to come back to the concept 

of surrender
• You need the reminder stop resistance, 

and to get back to going with 
the fl ow

WHY IT IS IMPORTANT:
When emotions are feeling fractured, 
or destabilized, and/or you feel you are 
locked in “resistance” around something, 
pushing against what life is off ering, it is 
time to work with Water medicine.
much of becoming soul sovereign means 
repairing and healing the unintegrated 
emotional body. This is some of the 
biggest work that happens on the soul 
Awakening path...this is something you will 
lean on again and again. The element of 
Water will restore your ability to lean back 
and trust in the larger fl ow. 

HOW TO WORK WITH IT:
Get in some Water.
soak in a bath or jacuzzi, spend an 
afternoon in some hot springs, hop in a 
pool or drift in the ocean. Lay back and 
fl oat. If a body of water is not available 
for fl oating, stand under a shower head 
or waterfall, and visualize a turquoise 
stream of water carrying the unneeded 
emotions away.

BONUS:
Adding a Epsom salt to a bath, using 
a fl oat tank, or soaking in mineral-
rich hot-springs will have accelerated 
calming eff ects. (Minimum of 20 minutes)

WatEr
sUrrENDEr



THINK OF AIR WHEN:
• Things feel “stuck”
• You are holding energies or thoughts 

that seem to not be your own
• You’ve been in crowded, low-vibrational 

environments or lots of electromagnetic 
smog

• You feel anxious, fearful or the mental 
chatter seems to be looping your head

WHY IT IS IMPORTANT:
Think of Air as the thing that clears 
your own fi lters. Things get stuck in our 
energetic body, and in our mind. 
many times, our thoughts, are not 
our own. As a sensitive being moving 
throughout the world, things will get 
lodged in your system...this is when you 
need to clean the fi ltration system.  
soul mastery means you master your 
space, keep your fi lters clear regularly.
This is where we need Air medicine...in 
terms of clearing the aura and cleansing 
the lungs.

TWO WAYS TO WORK WITH IT:
smudGE THE AuRA WITH smokE:
sparingly, use smoke of white sage, 
sagebrush, or tree resins to clear the 
energetic body. Focus on all chakras, and 
the four-foot diameter around your body. 
up and down the front of the spine, top 
of the head, palms, and soles of the feet.

BREATHE:
We often forget the breathe. To get out of 
the mental anxiety, place your hand over 
your heart, and imagine you can inhale 
and exhale out the heart center. do this 
until you feel a big exhale, and release in 
your shoulders.air

PUriFY



THINK OF FIRE:
• Following an emotional, energetic, or 

physical healing experience that creates 
a “growth period” for integration

• When you are carrying energetic 
cords or attachments that are not 
yours - useful for clearing after 
“transformational” events, dissolution 
of intimate relationships, or releasing 
parasitic or entity implants

• After a vision quest, journey, or to mark 
the beginning of a new cycle

• When you need to reclaim your 
spiritual space

WHY IT IS IMPORTANT:
Fire is the a Spiritual Element. 
It holds the alchemical potential of 
transmutation...dissolving one thing, 
and transforming it into something 
higher.
Here we work with Fire, in the form of 
heat to transmute lower energies, purify 
the body, reclaim your soul sovereignty, 
and integrate more soul embodiment as 
it descends into the physical.
Fire medicine is an important tool to help 
the dnA transformation, dissolving old 
facets of being, and supporting the body 
in moving from a carbon-based body to 
it’s original crystalline structure. 

HOW TO WORK WITH IT:
do what makes you sweat. Physical 
activity, infrared sauna, steam room, dry 
sauna, sun bathing. spend 20 minutes 
or more in cool down, laying fl at on your 
back., “sivasana” style. Post-heat cool 
down is a potent time to hear your higher 
guidance because your energy is so clear, 
it has space to get through. FirE

traNsMUtE



Working with your elemental constitution is something that can be deeply explored through 
Traditional Chinese Medicine and Ayurveda - ancient eastern healing arts that restore balance to the 
body. Astrology can also touch on this. 

But really, you can intuitively look at an element and consider if you are “too heavily” weighted in 
one area...To extreme emotionally? High Water tendencies. Quick to anger and intolerant to heat? 
High Fire Tendencies. Spacey and over mentally stimulated? High Air Tendencies. Logical, practical 
or stuck in a rut? High Earth Tendencies.

Too much Air? Pull in Earth Medicine. 
Too much Water? Pull in Fire Medicine. 
Too much Earth? Pull in Air medicine. 
Too much Fire? Pull in Water Medicine.  

YOUr ELEMENtaL CONstitUtiON
understanding the Four Planetary Elements as the Pillars of our spiritual Foundation

Earth
ALcHEmIcAL sYmBoL

coRRELATEs To:
the physical body

WatEr
ALcHEmIcAL sYmBoL

coRRELATEs To:
the emotional body

FirE
ALcHEmIcAL sYmBoL

coRRELATEs To:
the spiritual body

air
ALcHEmIcAL sYmBoL

coRRELATEs To:
the mental body
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Jennifer Mizel, teacher, writer, and founder of Return of the Sacred, guides others through the process of 
awakening by helping connect to their creative potential and Soul Essence. 

She dedicates herself to being a conduit of, and an embodiment for, Truth, Wisdom, and Remembering. 
Understanding, that we become a force for global change, when we are connected to, and embody our own, 
True Nature.

Throughout her work she demonstrates how the forces of nature can be our greatest allies and teachers, and 
when we attune to the flow of the earth and larger cosmic rhythms, we connect to the greater, Universal 
whole.

To learn more about working with her, or for private sessions visit returnofthesacred.com
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